
A reduction in design, 
development, testing 

and tooling costs

A speed-up 
in time to market

Increased conversion
throughput

The ability to maintain 
final conversion 

flexibility
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EURO AMBULANCE EN1789 PrepPack is an EU certified Type B Preparation Pack designed for in-market ambulance converter completion. 
The PrepPack includes an ABS interior, HVAC system, lighting, attendant seats and medical device fixing points. 

EN1789 PrepPack provides ambulance converters with a high-quality EN1789 compliant interior that’s ready for completion 
to your or your customers’ preferred specifications.

            Tested to meet European Standards for Type B 
          Life Support Ambulances, EN1789 PrepPack 
       vehicles are produced at RMA Group’s Kocaeli, 
    Türkiye, Modification Centre, located immediately 
  adjacent to the Ford Otosan Transit production facility.  EURO AMBULANCE EN1789 PREPPACK 

offers extensive benefits to any in-market converter.



Main features of EN1789 PREPPACK:

RMA Group is a trusted provider of special modified vehicles with over 35 years of experience, providing customized vehicle 
and after sales solutions to a worldwide client base. Whether it's for medical and emergency response, industrial and 
commercial vehicles, security and tactical, RMA Group has the expertise and capacity to deliver expertly engineered 
vehicles that meet the specific needs of their clients. 

A high strength support structure 
with medical device fixing points 
engineered and extensively tested 
to meet Type B EN1789 standards

Pre-installed proprietary RMA designed 
ABS moulded interior panels

Available for Ford Transit Van, RWD or AWD, Long Wheelbase (L3), High Roof (H3) or 
Medium Roof (H2)

Supplied with Type B EN1789 
Certification and supporting 
documentation

RMA Group provide tailormade 
technical, service and support 
packages

Heating, ventilation, air-conditioning, lighting systems and EMC are all compliant with 
Type B EN1789 standards

The company reserves the right to change the vehicle specifications and features described in this publication at any time. Vehicle specifications 
and features may vary in different markets. Images are for illustrative purposes only and may appear different from the actual vehicle.
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